
Windows & Doors
Glazing, joinery and ironmongery  

for your oak frame outbuildings, annexes,  
garages, sunrooms and extensions.



This beautiful oak frame holiday accommodation,  
built in the delightful surroundings of an English country 
garden, is based on our Winchester room above garage  
from our standard range. 

A closer look reveals an oak boarded personnel door next to a 
section of face glazing under a veranda. French doors open 
onto an outdoor dining area. The first floor incorporates 
double casement windows built into three dormer windows, 
one for each bay of the building. The gable end also 
incorporates two single casement windows.
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Opposite Bottom  A view  
of the French doors from  
the interior shows how much 
light the glazing allows into 
the home and how they create 
a great indoor/ outdoor feel. 
The doors are solid oak with  
a Teknos finish and an antique 
black Windsor door handle  
on one side. The casement 
also features a trickle vent.

Opposite Top Left This 
dormer has a green oak 
frame and the window  
is fitted within the oak  
frame by specialists.

Opposite Top Right A view 
of the double casement 
windows from the interior  
of this garden barn. Both 
windows open on this 
double casement set. 

Left These two single 
casement windows on  
the weatherboarded gable-
end have a Teknos coating 
guaranteed for 5 years.  
They are both hung  
on the left side.

Left These French doors  
are accompanied by a fixed 
screen on either side to 
maximise light into the 
room. During the design 
stage of your project you  
 will work with your Design 
Consultant to select the 
features you would like  
in your doorway.
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Above These windows are 
expertly fitted within the green 
oak frame by our specialist 
onsite teams. These windows 
have monkey tail window 
fasteners in a metallic finish.

Below This open plan 
kitchen has large double 
casement windows with a 
trickle vent, meeting building 
regulation requirements. 
Both windows open.  
These windows can also  
be designed to have one 
fixed window and one open 
window, or both windows 
fixed dependent on your 
requirements for the space. 

A triple casement window  
in oak allows plenty of light 
into this outbuilding. Some 
or all of the windows can 
open, or for security 
purposes be fixed closed.

Focus on Glazing
The windows the windows we specialise in are high-performance  
double-glazed timber and are storm-proof to keep the worst of weather  
out. All the glass used in our windows meets the required thermal  
values for Part N of building regulation requirements.

The main choices you will need to make for your own windows include:

• The type of wood used, either accoya or oak, all of which come  
with a Teknos coating and are guaranteed for a lifetime. 

• The choice of glazing style, either clear or opaque glass and whether 
you require glazing bars across your glass panes.

• What ironmongery you would like for your open windows,  
including the style of window fastener. 

All windows are factory with fitted with ‘Espagnollette Locking Systems’  
and ‘Friction Hinges’. This allows you to choose from a wide range of 
combinations, including top hung, side hung, and fixed configurations.

Your windows will come with trickle vents to meet building  
regulations for dwellings which are invisible from the outside.

The entire window range can be manufactured to suit  
any design requirements you may have.
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Opposite This laminated 
softwood moulded panel 
door is accompanied by 
fixed glazed units, one on 
either side that give light  
to the interior and a view 
through the house into the 
back garden. This door has  
a Windsor handle and the 
additional feature of a post 
box. The upstairs window  
is painted softwood with  
a single glazing bar.

Above This personnel door 
is half glazed with vertical 
and horizontal glazing bars.

Right This single bay garden 
building has painted French 
windows in Teknos grey 
which complements the 
colour of the paving outside.

Above Right This home  
is fitted with fully glazed 
French doors and painted  
in a colour matched grey.

Right The interior finish  
of these painted softwood 
double casement windows  
is Teknos grey. The windows 
are fitted with glazing bars 
and monkey tail window 
fasteners.
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Above These open bifold 
doors concertina neatly to 
form five equal panels, hung 
in a 5R (five right) lay out. 

Right The first door of this 
bifold set can act as a 
personnel door allowing 
access without opening  
the entire set.

Above These open bifold 
doors allow you to enjoy the 
fresh air, whilst sheltering 
you from any breezes, leaving 
you to sit back and enjoy the 
garden views from the 
comfort of your sofas.

Left These doors  
have 3 pairs of satin  
chrome hinges.

Focus on Bifold
Your bifold doors will be made bespoke to fit the opening. Important selections 
will be whether you wish for all your doors to be joined together and open 
concertina style, or whether you want to split the row. 

Bifold doors feature 24mm Low E hard-coat double glazed  
glass with optional argon filled as standard, or you can choose  
triple glazing to meet Part N of building regulations.

The doors can be a maximum of 1metre wide per panel, and they can  
be hung on the left and/or the right. For example a set of three can be  
set up as 3L, 3R, 2L1R or 1L2R dependent on your requirements.

Right The apex incorporates 
striking face glazing, that 
has no visible frame apart 
from the oak frame 
surrounding it allowing for 
uninterrupted views.

The doors have 3 pairs  
of satin chrome hinges.

Right The sunroom with  
its bifold doors closed.
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There are two sets of bifold doors on this oak frame 
extension, one either side of a central oak post.

These bifold doors on the left section are set are set as a 1L2R 
format (one left, two right). The left hand bay incorporates 
the personnel door while three left (3L) forms the second bay. 
Having the one door on the left allows you to use this door as 
a personnel door as well as opening it out. The doors on the 
right of the central post all concertina in to the left.

The gable features fixed screens, with double  
glazed units fitted within the frame.

Above As an alternative set 
up for bifold doors you can 
have the central door 
opening for pedestrian 
access. These doors are 
hung 3R2L.

This garden room has fixed 
screens in the apex rather 
than face glazing. You can 
see the frames are set within 
the green oak frame, where 
as face glazing has no 
visible frame.

Right This fixed screen 
glazed unit features a trickle 
vent to meet building 
regulation requirements.

This image shows the joinery 
fitted within the oak frame 
as fixed screens and is an 
economical alternative to 
face glazing. You have  
a choice of oak or accoya.

Focus on fixed screens
Fixed screens are double glazed units in oak  
or accoya set within your oak frame. They do  
not open and are an alternative to face glazing. 
They can be fitted into square/rectangular 
sections or triangular sections of a gable end. 

These come in oak or a accoya with a choice  
of Teknos finish to suit the overall design  
of your garden room.
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Focus on personnel doors
Personnel doors have the option to incorporate a small `pocket' glazing 
panel, a half glazed panel, or a fully glazed panel. 

Our most popular personnel door is the oak boarded door with a traditional 
ledged and braced solid timber frame and modern tongue and groove 
boarding. The ledge and brace elements form the integrity of the door and 
create a solid frame in which the tongue and groove boarding is applied 
either side to create a seamless appearance. See the back of this look book 
for all available styles.

Above Our most popular 
personnel door by far is the 
solid oak boarded personnel 
door with a Teknos coating. 
In this case it is hung on the 
left, opening into the room 
with an antique black 
Windsor door handle.

Opposite The access  
to this artists studio over  
a two bay garage is via an 
oak staircase and through  
a boarded personnel door 
with glazed panel.

Above Right This stable 
style boarded door is a 
practical solution for letting 
light and fresh air in, whilst 
keeping out muddy dogs. 

Right This oak boarded  
door is half glazed to allow 
light into the room above 
this garage.
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Above This 4-bay 
'Portchester' style garage 
from our standard garage 
range has two closed bays 
with solid oak boarded 
garage doors and two open 
bay car ports. 

The roof has two dormer 
windows and an oak framed 
balcony accessed via glazed 
French windows.

An arrow head style hinge back plateThe through bolt from the inside

A fleur de Lys style back plate The long straps of the hinges are required to hold 
garage doors because of their size and weight 

Left This 3 bay Canterbury 
garage features 3 sets of 
oak ledge and brace garage 
doors. Each set of doors has 
a double lock.Windows & Doors1616



Right and Below This L 
shaped 4-bay room above 
garage has its joinery all 
painted with a Teknos grey 
finish. This offers you the 
flexibility to change the colour 
if you require in the future.

Garage doors made out  
of tropical hardwood such 
as Iroko or accoya doors  
and windows can also be 
finished with the clear Teknos 
coatings but are often 
painted to add a distinct 
style to a building.

Right A painted boarded 
personnel door with a 
painted Teknos grey finish 
can be made from tropical 
hardwood or softwood.

Left This painted double 
casement window is fitted 
within a dormer.

Windows and doors can be 
painted in any RAL colour.

Below The interior painted 
finish of these casement 
windows match the exterior. 

This window has a single 
fixed screen and an open 
window with a Conoisseur 
window fastener.

Above The inside of the boarded ledge and brace  
garage doors are also in a painted Teknos grey.

Above As garage doors are bespoke to each  
design they can be made to fit any opening.Windows & Doors1818



Outbuildings
Depending on the use of your outbuilding  
you may choose a more agricultural finish  
for your doors and ironmongery. 

Galvanised ironmongery is very often seen  
on outbuildings within agricultural settings 
whereas oak windows and doors with painted  
or chrome ironmongery is seen more often on 
outbuildings for leisure purposes (e.g. a yoga 
studio or a swimming pool) as they complement 
the style of this type of building. 

Focus on stables
Treated softwood specifically for agricultural  
and equine purposes is used for stable doors 
along with galvanised fittings.

Please note that these are different to ‘stable 
style’ doors which are personnel doors made  
out of top quality kiln dried joinery timber rather 
than treated softwood which is for agricultural 
and equine purposes.

Above This multi purpose 
outbuilding features solid, 
made to measure oak 
boarded garage doors with 
antique black T hinges.  
This outbuilding also features 
a stable ‘style’ door, which  
is a personnel door, not to 
be confused with an actual 
stable door, which appears 
on the opposite image.

Opposite This oak frame 
stable yard features top and 
bottom stable doors hung  
on the right with galvanised 
T hinges. The doors also 
feature a chew strip on  
the top of the bottom door,  
a kick bolt and a heavy duty 
padbolt. The top door also 
features a bolt.
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Left This Windsor handle  
in antique black is our 
standard option for doors.

Left A close up  
of the locking system  
for personnel doors.

Above This image shows the 
locking system for a garage 
door. You may opt to have 
more than one lock depending 
on your requirements.

Connoisseur Inline Locking Handle Windsor Handle

Window fasteners and Door furniture are available in a variety of finishes, please speak  
to your design consultant for details. All come with a 10 year mechanical guarantee.

Tear Drop Handle Heritage Lever Handle

Monkey Tail Handle

Indicative finishes

Monkey Tail Handle

Solid die cast construction
Heavyweight handle with sturdy feel

Heavy duty sprung latching wedge
Positive click on closing

Long handle
Greater leverage and easy to operate without catching a hand on the window

Classic design with a contemporary twist
Create an elegant and stylish window

Patented cover caps with colour coordinated finish
Perfectly matching components, even down to the smallest details

Secured By Design
Additional peace of mind

Key clicks into place when inserted 
Won’t fall out of the lock, even when pivoting the lever 

Slotted spindle (40mm version only)
Allows cropping to 5mm increments

Supplied with screw and spindle pack 
Everything needed for installation included

Features

Window Handles

Hardex
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Black

White
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Graphite Black
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Bronze

Hardex
Gold

Anthracite Grey
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Solid die cast construction with heavy duty spring cassette
Sturdy feel and consistent 90 degree lever return

Compact baseplate with screws in close proximity
Combats lever attack

Sculpted ergonomic lever and low friction nylon bush
Easy to grip and smooth action

Supplied with screw and spindle pack to suit 60-70mm profiles
Everything needed for installation included

Colour coordinated screw heads
Perfectly matching hardware, even down to the smallest details

Baseplate in common with all Windsor handles
Same routing detail regardless of product variant chosen

Wide backplate
To suit cylinder guards and accommodate larger cylinder preparation

Supplied with care instructions
Helps the homeowner to keep the hardware in optimal condition

Supplied fully assembled
Simple and quick installation, no need to fit springs or lever

Each part packaged in a separate chamber, but supplied as a set
No scratching of parts during transit

Features

Door Handles
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Hardex
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Black
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Rose
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Elegant design inspired by 19th century ironmongery
Classice finish to a heritage window

Strength tested to equivalent of a modern espagnolette window handle
Strong espagnolette operator

Manufactured from die-cast zinc with specially formulated finish
Harder wearing finish than traditional wrought iron furniture

Matching Tear Drop Dummy and Operating Stay also available
Create a perfectly matching heritage window

Key locking
Security enabled

Supplied  with croppable 40mm spindle
Allows cropping to 5mm increments 

Features

Window Handles
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Black
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Gold

Hardex
Graphite
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Heritage style lever and backplate that suits to the Heritage furniture range
Elegant look for traditional styled doors

Solid die cast construction with heavy duty spring cassette
Sturdy feel and consistent 90 degree lever return

Sculpted ergonomic lever and low friction nylon bush
Easy to grip and smooth action

Standard handle supplied with screw and spindle pack to suit both 
44mm and 70mm profiles
Everything needed for installation included

Colour coordinated screw heads
Perfectly matching hardware, even down to the smallest details

Wide backplate
To suit cylinder guards and accommodate larger cylinder preparation

Supplied with care instructions
Helps the homeowner to keep the hardware in optimal condition

Supplied fully assembled
Simple and quick installation, no need to fit springs or lever

Each part packaged in a separate chamber, but supplied as a set
No scratching of parts during transit

Features

Door Handles
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Gold
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Antique
Black

Pewter
Hardex

Elegant design inspired by 19th century ironmongery
Classice finish to a heritage window

Strength tested to equivalent of a modern espagnolette window handle
Stronger espegnolette operator

Manufactured from die-cast zinc with specially formulated finish
Harder wearing finish than traditional wrought iron furniture

Key locking
Security Enabled

Matching Monkey Tail Dummy Stay also available
Creating perfectly matching heritage window

Features

Window Handles

Hardex
Chrome

Hardex
Satin

Antique
Black

Hardex
Gold
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Stylish Monkey Tail Handle
Developed to replicate traditional forged hardware in appearance and durability

Supplied with screw and spindle pack to suit 44-48mm profiles
Everything needed for installation included

Colour coordinated screw heads
Perfectly matching hardware, even down to the smallest details

Solid die cast construction with heavy duty spring cassette
Sturdy feel and consistent 90 degree lever return

Wide backplate
To suit cylinder guards and accommodate larger cylinder preparation

Supplied with care instructions
Helps the homeowner to keep the hardware in optimal condition

Supplied fully assembled
Simple and quick installation, no need to fit springs or lever

Silicon Site-Protectors available
Ensures perfect condition after installation

Each part packaged in a separate chamber, but supplied as a set
No scratching of parts during transit

Features

Door Handles

Forged
Black

Hardex
Pewter
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Window fasteners Door furnitureLocks and bolts
There is a variety of locks and bolts available to 
secure your garage or outbuilding. These include:

•  A ‘Double Lock’ through bolt, operated  
by a key. Dependent on your requirements 
you may use one or more of these.

• A ‘Monkey Tail’ bolt drops down or slides  
up into a hole to lock the door in position.

Available Finish: Hardex Graphite / 
Chrome / Hardex Satin / Black / 
White / Antique Black / Silver / 
Graphite / Hardex Bronze /  
Hardex Gold / Anthracite Grey

Available Finishes: Silver / Black / 
White / Hardex Chrome / Hardex Stain / 
Antique / Hardex Graphite / Anthracite 
Grey / Hardex Bronze / Hardex Gold / 
Hardex Rose / Hardex Pewter

Available Finishes: Hardex Chrome / 
Hardex Graphite / Antique Black / 
Hardex Gold / Hardex Pewter 

Available Finishes: Forged Black / 
Hardex Pewter

Available Finish: Hardex Chrome / 
Hardex Graphite / Hardex Gold / 
Antique Black

Available Finish: Hardex Chrome / 
Hardex Graphite / Hardex Gold / 
Antique Black

Solid die cast construction with heavy duty spring cassette
Sturdy feel and consistent 90 degree lever return

Compact baseplate with screws in close proximity
Combats lever attack

Sculpted ergonomic lever and low friction nylon bush
Easy to grip and smooth action

Supplied with screw and spindle pack to suit 60-70mm profiles
Everything needed for installation included

Colour coordinated screw heads
Perfectly matching hardware, even down to the smallest details

Baseplate in common with all Windsor handles
Same routing detail regardless of product variant chosen

Wide backplate
To suit cylinder guards and accommodate larger cylinder preparation

Supplied with care instructions
Helps the homeowner to keep the hardware in optimal condition

Supplied fully assembled
Simple and quick installation, no need to fit springs or lever

Each part packaged in a separate chamber, but supplied as a set
No scratching of parts during transit

Features

Door Handles
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Solid die cast construction with heavy duty spring cassette
Sturdy feel and consistent 90 degree lever return

Compact baseplate with screws in close proximity
Combats lever attack

Sculpted ergonomic lever and low friction nylon bush
Easy to grip and smooth action

Supplied with screw and spindle pack to suit 60-70mm profiles
Everything needed for installation included

Colour coordinated screw heads
Perfectly matching hardware, even down to the smallest details

Baseplate in common with all Windsor handles
Same routing detail regardless of product variant chosen

Wide backplate
To suit cylinder guards and accommodate larger cylinder preparation

Supplied with care instructions
Helps the homeowner to keep the hardware in optimal condition

Supplied fully assembled
Simple and quick installation, no need to fit springs or lever

Each part packaged in a separate chamber, but supplied as a set
No scratching of parts during transit

Features

Door Handles
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Solid die cast construction with heavy duty spring cassette
Sturdy feel and consistent 90 degree lever return

Compact baseplate with screws in close proximity
Combats lever attack

Sculpted ergonomic lever and low friction nylon bush
Easy to grip and smooth action

Supplied with screw and spindle pack to suit 60-70mm profiles
Everything needed for installation included

Colour coordinated screw heads
Perfectly matching hardware, even down to the smallest details

Baseplate in common with all Windsor handles
Same routing detail regardless of product variant chosen

Wide backplate
To suit cylinder guards and accommodate larger cylinder preparation

Supplied with care instructions
Helps the homeowner to keep the hardware in optimal condition

Supplied fully assembled
Simple and quick installation, no need to fit springs or lever

Each part packaged in a separate chamber, but supplied as a set
No scratching of parts during transit

Features

Door Handles
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Solid die cast construction with heavy duty spring cassette
Sturdy feel and consistent 90 degree lever return

Compact baseplate with screws in close proximity
Combats lever attack

Sculpted ergonomic lever and low friction nylon bush
Easy to grip and smooth action

Supplied with screw and spindle pack to suit 60-70mm profiles
Everything needed for installation included

Colour coordinated screw heads
Perfectly matching hardware, even down to the smallest details

Baseplate in common with all Windsor handles
Same routing detail regardless of product variant chosen

Wide backplate
To suit cylinder guards and accommodate larger cylinder preparation

Supplied with care instructions
Helps the homeowner to keep the hardware in optimal condition

Supplied fully assembled
Simple and quick installation, no need to fit springs or lever

Each part packaged in a separate chamber, but supplied as a set
No scratching of parts during transit

Features

Door Handles
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Solid die cast construction with heavy duty spring cassette
Sturdy feel and consistent 90 degree lever return

Compact baseplate with screws in close proximity
Combats lever attack

Sculpted ergonomic lever and low friction nylon bush
Easy to grip and smooth action

Supplied with screw and spindle pack to suit 60-70mm profiles
Everything needed for installation included

Colour coordinated screw heads
Perfectly matching hardware, even down to the smallest details

Baseplate in common with all Windsor handles
Same routing detail regardless of product variant chosen

Wide backplate
To suit cylinder guards and accommodate larger cylinder preparation

Supplied with care instructions
Helps the homeowner to keep the hardware in optimal condition

Supplied fully assembled
Simple and quick installation, no need to fit springs or lever

Each part packaged in a separate chamber, but supplied as a set
No scratching of parts during transit

Features

Door Handles
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BR1

GD5

GD12

BR2

GD6

GD13

BR3

GD7

GD13b

GD1

GD8

GD14

GD2

GD9

GD15

GD3

GD10

GD16

GD4

GD11

Personnel door styles

Teknos oak Teknos clearTeknos green oakStandard of selection of 
RAL colours available

Finish options
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